City of Missoula Public Art Committee – Regular Meeting
June 16, 2009
5:00 p.m.
Jack Reidy Conference Room – Council Chambers
Members Present: Dana Boussard, Kathi Olson, David Nelson, Linda Richards, Peter Lambros
Absent Members: Joan Jonkel, Paul Filicetti, Dave Strohmaier, Liz Dye
Non Members Present: Jess Abel (artist), Isis Ruisy, Adlin Fisher, Chris (MOBASH)
Public / PAC Committee Member Comment:
Jess Abel presented an overview of her difficulties with the sign ordinance. Jess is working on a
project with Tim France (Owner, Worden’s Market). Jess is challenging the sign ordinance and
the cost to artists for completing murals/artwork on buildings. Jess also attended a City Council
meeting expressing these concerns. Jess spoke with Hadley Ferguson – Hadley suggested Jess
speak to the Public Art Committee (PAC). The Office of Planning and Grants (Roger Millar,
Director) is looking at all murals as “signage.” Tim France is hoping to rally support against this
interpretation. Kathi reviewed the way in which artwork had traditionally been handled in
planning – in the past, private sector artwork/murals were referred to the Public Art Committee.
The PAC guided artists in completion (ie. provided helpful advice). Kathi provided examples.
Dana explained why it was beneficial for the private sector to work with the Public Art
Committee. Adlin provided his interpretation of the differences between “signs” and “art.” Kathi
noted that this is a perfect time to be involved in the discussion with the proposed changes to
the zoning ordinance. Jess had misconceptions about the costs related to sign permits – she was
under the perception that the PAC received these monies. Kathi and Peter explained the
actualities as well as current PAC funding. The PAC will meet with the Mayor and Roger to
discuss the opportunities in this dilemma.
Jess has a drawing of her design, but did not bring it.
Minutes:
April 21, 2009:

Motion: Linda
2nd: Dana
Motion: Carried

Reports
1. MOBASH: Chris and Peter updated the committee on the installation of Brad Allen’s bike
rack at MOBASH. The Committee discussed the dedication. Chris noted that this Sunday is
“National Go Skateboarding Day.” It is a loosely organized event. Peter wondered if this
would be an appropriate dedication. Kathi reviewed a “typical” dedication. Dave and Peter
thought we may be rushing the dedication. Chris said it would be fine to postpone it to
another time. Chris and Peter thought Brad Allen would be amenable to other possibilities –
one where the artwork would be more of the center of attention. All felt it deserved to be
spotlighted. Peter will coordinate with MOBASH and Brad Allen on the dedication. As part of
the project, Brad made his own plaque.
2. Fire Department Tribute: The project is moving along. Dana has called artists. Some
were frustrated with the City’s website. Kathi explained the issues – the City brought their
new website online and did not update the links for the Art Call. Kathi worked with Linda
Jordan to get this accomplished. Dana also emailed reminder notices to some artists. The
committee discussed the workman’s comp issue.
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3. Public Art Guide: Kathi distributed the guide. It will be in the Summer Missoula Magazine
distributed throughout town by the Missoulian. Many thanks to the Missoulian (Jacque
Walawander and Kate Murphy, in particular) for their work on the project.
4. The Wave: Dave Nelson noted that the dedication has been difficult to arrange – Justin was
not available for the last opportunity. Peter and David will keep their eyes open for new
opportunities.
5. OTHER:
a. Dana brought up the idea of encasing “Proper Shoppers” to prevent further
damage.
Meeting adjourned: 6:30 pm
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